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Building a configuration 
management database 

This chapter covers 
■	 Creating a configuration database using Spring Data 

Neo4j 
■	 Enabling REST web services using JSON and XML 
■	 Invoking web services using the Maven deployment 

plug-in 
■	 Accessing GitHub using Spring Social and OAuth 2 

authorization 
■	 Using Spring Security to encrypt GitHub access tokens 

If you work with a technical infrastructure of any size, you may have run into a vari
ety of common issues: 

■	 Poor visibility into system configuration—It may be difficult to know exactly what’s 
deployed, which apps live on which servers, who to call when apps fail, and so 
on. When multiple teams are involved (for example, multiple development 
and operations teams), they may not have the same way of referring to appli
cations, making communication, planning, and incident response difficult. 
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■	 Configuration drift—Things aren’t configured the way you expect them to be. 
This could include servers that are supposed to match but don’t, firewall ports 
being closed when they should be open, and so forth. 

■	 Manual change processes—Deploying software, for example, involves a large team 
performing manual releases late at night. Because they’re manual, they take a 
long time, it’s easy to miss steps (such as forgetting to update a configuration 
file on one of the servers), some team members may be absent, and so on. Man
ual change processes are a major contributor to configuration drift. 

■	 Rogue changes—Another major cause of configuration drift, rogue changes are 
changes that somebody makes outside the official change process. Perhaps 
someone needs a firewall port opened and emails his networking buddy, who 
opens the port without logging the change, without making the corresponding 
change in other environments, without a proper security review, and so on. 

■	 Inability to reset to a known state—It’s important to be able to reset your environ
ment, or elements of your environment, to a known good state. Examples 
include testing (tests should run against a known state), adding capacity to a 
farm (new servers should have the same configuration as existing servers), 
disaster recovery (DR environment requires standing up servers according to a 
known configuration), and more. 

■	 VM sprawl—VM costs are running out of control because people create VMs as if 
they’re free, without harvesting unused capacity. 

These issues are a small sample of those that arise without proper configuration man
agement in place. Configuration management is a set of practices around ensuring that 
you have good visibility into and control over the technology assets (infrastructure, 
middleware, apps, and so on) underlying your services. When the technology footprint 
is smaller, it’s certainly possible (although arguably still not best practice) to use man
ual deployment and release processes, to make changes in the environment as they’re 
needed, to document configuration information on a wiki, to build new servers from 
wiki documents, and so forth. But once there are hundreds or even thousands of serv
ers in place, the approaches that work in smaller environments don’t scale.

 In sum, configuration management is useful for any organization wanting visibility 
and control over its technology, and it becomes more and more essential as your tech
nology footprint scales up.

 This chapter shows how Willie is using Spring to implement several features in an 
open source configuration management database (CMDB) called Zkybase1  (http:// 
zkybase.org/). A CMDB serves as the foundation for a more general configuration 
management capability by supporting data, tool, and process integration. In particu
lar, it supports various sorts of automation, including build, test, deployment, and 
operations automation. 

The app is currently called Zkybase, but its former name was Skybase. It appears as “Skybase” in the various 
figures in this chapter. 

1 

http://zkybase.org/
http://zkybase.org/


 

340 CHAPTER 11 Building a configuration management database

 Figure 11.1 is an architectural overview of a hypothetical configuration management 
system.2 In this diagram, imagine that we want a code commit to result in an automatic 
deployment to a development environment. The architecture and use case are just one 
possibility among many; the point is to highlight the foundational role that a CMDB plays 
in such a system. 

Figure 11.1 A hypothetical configuration management architecture built around a CMDB, 
supporting auto-deployment to dev servers on commit 

The Heliopolis team at the Apollo Group, of which Willie was delighted to be a member, established a 
configuration management architecture along these lines. Thus this is more than a purely hypothetical  
architecture. 

2 
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Let’s review the individual steps in the diagram: 

1 The developer makes any necessary updates to the CMDB and to the app config
uration. For the CMDB, this might include specifying instance IP addresses (in 
cases where instances already exist) or the desired number of instances (in cases 
where instances will be launched as part of the deployment). For app configura
tion, this could be anything you typically see in an app configuration, such as set
ting passwords, setting log levels, adding security rules, and so on. Usually the 
developer doesn’t need to do anything here because the configuration is already 
in place from previous deployments. 

2 The developer commits the code to a source control, such as Subversion or Git. 
3 This triggers a build on the continuous-integration server, such as Jenkins or 

Bamboo. 
4 Assuming the build succeeds (compiles, tests pass), Maven pushes the new 

snapshot build into the Maven package repository, such as Nexus or Artifactory. 
It also updates the CMDB with information about the new package. 

5 With the build complete, Maven initiates the deployment. 
6 The deployment engine grabs the package and configuration (both the app 

configuration and the general environmental configuration) from the relevant 
repositories. 

7 The deployment engine pushes the assets across the WAN to a staging reposi
tory sitting at the target site. 

8 The deployment engine requests instances from the compute provider, such as 
Amazon EC2. 

9 The compute provider launches the instances. 
10 As the instances come up, they grab the required assets from the staging reposi

tory and then perform the required installation and configuration.3 

11 The deployment engine updates the CMDB with information about the deploy
ment (for example, the IP addresses of any instances that were newly provisioned). 

Again, this is just one use case. There are lots of others, such as self-service deploy
ments to development and test environments, continuous delivery, and runbooks that 
source data from the CMDB. 

Important: This chapter uses Spring 3.1 
The other chapters in this book are based on Spring 3.0, but this one is based on 
Spring 3.1. Spring 3.1 was released as we were drawing the book to a close, and it 
includes new features that we wanted to present. This chapter presents several of 
those, including new MVC namespace configuration elements, producible and con
sumable media types, constructor injection, and profiles. We’ll call out the new fea
tures as we use them. 

Alternatively, the deployment engine can push a bootstrapper onto the instance, which then takes care of get
ting the assets from the staging repo. 

3 
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There’s a ton to cover, so let’s dive right into establishing the foundation for the entire 
system: the configuration management database. 

11.1 Creating a simple configuration item 
PREREQUISITES 

None 

KEY TECHNOLOGIES 

Spring Framework 3.1, Neo4j, Spring Data Neo4j 

Background 

A CMDB centralizes system configuration, broadly conceived, in a way that enhances vis
ibility, security, and management. Although there isn’t a single, universally agreed-on 
definition, the general concept is that it manages the so-called configuration items (CIs) 
that allow you to keep your environments in an operational steady state, and also to man
age changes to those environments. CIs can be anything you want to manage in this con
text: an entire data center can be a CI, as can an individual NIC on a physical server.

 A CMDB isn’t necessarily a single physical database, and there’s nothing saying that 
it has to be a relational database or any other type of technology. It’s more conceptual: 
it brings together the configuration necessary to stand up and maintain your technical 
environment. Strictly speaking, the app configuration repository in figure 11.1 is part 
of this logical CMDB concept because it contains configuration of the sort under dis
cussion. But for present purposes we’ll separate the environmental configuration from 
the app configuration, and we’ll generally use the term CMDB to refer to the former.

 Centralizing configuration is hugely
 
useful. It’s easiest to see this by contrast
ing it with in-place configuration “man
agement” as shown in figure 11.2.


 Because there’s no gold copy of the
 
configuration for a given set of server
 
instances, the deployer has to go onto
 
each server and update the configuration
 
manually. In addition to being laborious
 
(especially if you have farms that are
 
many servers wide), it’s also highly error
 
prone. It’s easy to make a single-character
 
password mistake when you’re slogging
 
through a late-night release window with
 
10 more app releases to go.


 Instead, we prefer to adopt an approach more like the one in figure 11.3 where we 
have a different situation. The deployer updates a single configuration master in the 
CMDB (or app config repo; in this case we’re using the term CMDB more generically), 
and then the automation deploys it. Although it’s certainly possible for the deployer 

Figure 11.2 The deployer updates configuration 
in place on all target servers, requiring lots of man
ual, error-prone work. Not a best practice. 
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Figure 11.3 The deployer edits the configuration in one place, and then the automation 
pushes it through to the target servers. 

to make a mistake, it’s no longer possible for the configuration copies to be out of 
sync. If there’s a mistake, all instances will have it, and a single fix will fix all instances. 
Centralization has therefore eliminated an important source of configuration drift.

 Security is better here, too. Firewall rules (at least in environments where you need 
the control) prevent anybody other than the deployment automation from getting on 
the target servers. You can place appropriate access controls and auditing at the CMDB 
to ensure that only authorized activity takes place.4 

Problem 

Implement a simple CI for a CMDB. 

Solution 

In this solution, we’ll show how to build some pieces of the Zkybase CMDB (http:// 
github.com/williewheeler/zkybase), which is based on Neo4j and Spring Data Neo4j. 
Specifically, you’ll build your first CI—a simple, relationship-free application CI— 
along with an associated data access object. 

What is Neo4j? 
Neo4j (http://neo4j.org/) is an open source graph database, which falls under the 
general rubric of NoSQL databases. Unlike many of the other NoSQL databases, 
Neo4j is fully transactional. Just as with relational databases, you want to represent 
entities and relationships, but instead of using tables, columns, foreign keys, and 
such, you use graph nodes and edges. 

We don’t discuss CMDB security in this chapter, but see chapters 6 and 7 for information on adding access 
controls. 

4 

http://github.com/williewheeler/zkybase
http://github.com/williewheeler/zkybase
http://neo4j.org/
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(continued) 
Neo4j is schema-free. You can add nodes and edges to the database without worrying 
about database schema conflicts. (Alternatively, you have to worry about the schema 
in the app, because the database won’t help.) This is particularly nice for a CMDB, 
which often has a rich set of entities and relationships that evolve over time to support 
maturing development and operational processes. It’s easier to make the correspond
ing changes to the underlying data when there isn’t an explicit schema in the way. 

It’s beyond our scope to get into a detailed discussion of Neo4j (there’s just too much 
for us to cover here), but have a look at the Neo4j website for more information. 

Because you’ll build several CIs (one in this recipe and more in the next), you’ll build 
out some framework code in this recipe to make subsequent CIs easier to implement. 
Let’s begin with that groundwork. 

CREATING A CI ABSTRACTION AND BASE CI 

Even though we’re only looking at the application CI here, your CMDB will have lots of 
different CI types, so it’s sensible to define an appropriate abstraction. The following 
listing is the simple CI interface. 

Listing 11.1 CI.java: the CI interface 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.model;
 

import java.util.Date;
 

public interface CI<T extends CI<T>> extends Comparable<T> {


 Long getId();


 void setId(Long id);


 Date getDateCreated();


 void setDateCreated(Date dateCreated);


 Date getDateModified();


 void setDateModified(Date dateModified);


 String getDisplayName();
 
}
 

You need a base class for implementation as well, as shown next. 

Listing 11.2 AbstractCI: a base class for implementing CIs 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.model;
 

import java.util.Date;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.GraphId;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.NodeEntity;
 Marks CI asB 

node entity@NodeEntity 

public abstract class AbstractCI<T extends CI<T>> implements CI<T> {
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 @GraphId private Long id; 
private Date dateCreated;

 private Date dateModified;

Annotates 
C entity ID 

public Long getId() { return id; }

 public void setId(Long id) { this.id = id; }

 ... accessors for dateCreated and dateModified ...

} 
... equals(), hashCode(), compareTo() ... 

Your abstract CI uses annotations from the Spring Data Neo4j project to help perform 
the object/graph mapping. With Neo4j, you usually represent entities with nodes, and 
in such cases you use @NodeEntity B to accomplish such a mapping.5 You also need 
to tell Spring Data Neo4j which field you want to serve as an identifier, and you do that 
using @GraphId C. 

What is Spring Data Neo4j? 
In chapter 2 we glanced at Spring Data JPA.6 Spring Data Neo4j is another Spring Data 
project, but this time for Neo4j databases. It offers a data-access API, the ability to 
generate dynamic DAO implementations, and annotations for mapping Java objects 
to Neo4j graphs. See www.springsource.org/spring-data/neo4j for more information. 

Now that you have a simple interface and abstract base class, let’s implement the 
application CI. 

CREATING THE APPLICATION CI 

The next listing shows how to create an application CI using the AbstractCI class you 
just created. 

Listing 11.3 Application.java: the application CI 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.model;
 

import javax.validation.constraints.NotNull; 
import javax.validation.constraints.Size; 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.Indexed; ExtendsB 

base class 
public class Application extends AbstractCI<Application> {


 @Indexed private String name; 

Indexed forprivate String shortDescription;


C lookups 
@NotNull


 @Size(max = 80)

 public String getName() { return name; }
 

5	 In other cases, it’s useful to represent an entity with an edge. An example might be a membership entity in a 
team roster, where you have a relationship between a person and a team, along with an additional role attri
bute attaching to the membership. Spring Data Neo4j provides @RelationshipEntity for that. You’ll see 
this in recipe 11.2. 

6 You’ll also see Spring Data MongoDB in chapter 12. 

www.springsource.org/spring-data/neo4j
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 public void setName(String name) { this.name = name; }


 @Size(max = 200)

    public String getShortDescription() { return shortDescription; }


 public void setShortDescription(String shortDescription) {

 this.shortDescription = shortDescription;


 }

 public String getDisplayName() {


 return “Application”;

 }
 

}
 

Obviously this isn’t an especially robust application model. You have only a couple of 
properties and no relationships at all. But that’s OK, because you’re just getting 
started. The main point is that you extend the AbstractCI base class B. This makes 
Application an @NodeEntity and endows it with an @GraphId.

 You also index the name property using Spring Data Neo4j’s @Indexed annota
tion C. This will allow you to perform name-based lookups.

 Next you’ll want a DAO for CRUD operations and queries. Spring Data Neo4j pro
vides a way to generate DAOs dynamically using the GraphRepository abstraction. 

CREATING THE APPLICATION DAO 

The following listing creates ApplicationRepository, which is your DAO for persis
tence operations on applications. 

Listing 11.4 ApplicationRepository.java: the DAO interface 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.repository; Extends B
GraphRepository<Application> 

import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Application;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.repository.GraphRepository;
 

public interface ApplicationRepository

 extends GraphRepository<Application> { 
 CustomC 

finderApplication findByName(String name); 

}
 

This listing shows how simple it is to create a DAO using Spring Data Neo4j. All you 
have to do is create an interface extending  GraphRepository<Application> B, 
which provides various CRUD methods and finders. You can even define a custom 
finder C using method-naming conventions. Spring Data Neo4j generates a DAO 
implementation dynamically for you, including the custom finder.

 There’s only one more thing left to do, and that’s the configuration. 

SPRING CONFIGURATION 

To make the magic work, you need some configuration. 

Listing 11.5 beans-service.xml configuration 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
 
<beans xmlns="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans"


 xmlns:context="http://www.springframework.org/schema/context"
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xmlns:neo4j="http://www.springframework.org/schema/data/neo4j"

 xmlns:p="http://www.springframework.org/schema/p"

 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

 xsi:schemaLocation="


 http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans

 http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans-3.1.xsd

 http://www.springframework.org/schema/context

 http://www.springframework.org/schema/context/
 

➥	  spring-context-3.1.xsd

 http://www.springframework.org/schema/data/neo4j

 http://www.springframework.org/schema/data/neo4j/
 

➥  spring-neo4j-2.0.xsd">

 <context:property-placeholder

 location="classpath:/spring/environment.properties" />


 <context:annotation-config />
 Points to B 
database<neo4j:config storeDirectory="${graphDb.dir}" /> 


<neo4j:repositories

 base-package="com.springinpractice.ch11.repository" />
 Generates DAOs 

</beans> C dynamically 

At B you tell Spring where to find the Neo4j database. This is a full file path to the 
database, such as /Users/williewheeler/dev/neo4j/zkybase/db.7 Then you use C to 
scan a base package for GraphRepository implementations, from which Spring Data 
Neo4j generates implementations dynamically.

 With that, you’ve created your first Neo4j-backed CI and repository. 

Discussion 

In this recipe you got your feet wet with Spring Data Neo4j, creating a simple CI and 
a simple DAO for performing persistence operations. Although everything you’ve 
done has been straightforward, you have the basis for a powerful way of working with 
CMDB data.

 Recipe 11.2 builds on the work you did here by elaborating both the data model 
and the application stack. 

11.2 Creating related configuration items 
PREREQUISITES 

Recipe 11.1 Creating a simple configuration item 

KEY TECHNOLOGIES 

Spring Framework 3.1, Neo4j, Spring Data Neo4j 

Background 

In recipe 11.1 you created a simple application CI. But real CIs aren’t quite so simple: 
they generally have relationships to other CIs. Applications, for example, can have 

It’s also possible to run Neo4j as a standalone server, but we’re not pursuing that deployment approach here. 7 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/data/neo4j
http://www.springframework.org/schema/data/neo4j
http://www.springframework.org/schema/context
http://www.springframework.org/schema/context
http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans-3.1.xsd
http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans
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modules, which in turn have associated packages. To do anything useful with your 
CMDB, you need to know how to create relationships between your CIs. 

Problem 

Create additional CIs, supporting relationships. 

Solution 

To illustrate a variety of techniques for creating relationships, you’ll create CIs for 
modules, packages, and teams. In this recipe you’ll lay down the code for the 
expanded domain model. After that, you’ll create the DAOs as well, because you’ll 
need them for subsequent recipes. Finally, with the persistence layer in place, you’ll 
create a transactional service layer for your CIs. 

ENHANCING THE APPLICATION CI TO SUPPORT RELATIONSHIPS 

First, your application CI now has a one-many relationship to a new module CI and a 
many-many relationship to a new team CI. The following listing shows how you can 
establish the relationships in question. (You’ll see the new CIs shortly.) 

Listing 11.6 Expanding Application.java to support relationships 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.model;
 

import java.util.Set;
 
import javax.validation.Valid;
 
import javax.validation.constraints.NotNull;
 
import javax.validation.constraints.Size;
 
import org.neo4j.graphdb.Direction;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.relationship.ApplicationTeam;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.Indexed;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.RelatedTo;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.RelatedToVia;
 

public class Application extends AbstractCI<Application> {

 @Indexed private String name;

 private String shortDescription;


 @RelatedTo(type = "APPLICATION_MODULE", B Relates app 

to modules
direction = Direction.OUTGOING) 


private Set<Module> modules;
 Relates appC 
to teams@RelatedToVia(direction = Direction.OUTGOING) 


private Set<ApplicationTeam> teams;


 ... same name and shortDescription accessors as before ...
Read/write D Read-only ESet public Set<Module> getModules() { return modules; } Iterable 

    public void setModules(Set<Module> modules) { this.modules = modules; }

    public Iterable<ApplicationTeam> getTeams() { return teams; }    

public ApplicationTeam addTeam(Team team,
 ApplicationTeam.TeamType type) { 
 F Method to add teams 

        ApplicationTeam appTeam = new ApplicationTeam(this, team, type);
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 teams.add(appTeam);

 return appTeam;


 }

 public String getDisplayName() { return name; }
 

}
 

You relate applications to modules using the Spring Data Neo4j @RelatedTo annota
tion B. This involves choosing a name for the relationship type; here you choose 
APPLICATION_MODULE.

 In Neo4j, you model relationships between entities as directed edges in a graph.8 

Because the edges are directed, one end of the edge is the start node and the other 
end is the end node. The direction doesn’t carry any inherent semantic significance. 
It’s up to the app either to impose a meaning or to ignore the directionality, although 
all Neo4j edges are directed. The direction = Direction.OUTGOING indicates that 
applications appear as start nodes in this particular relationship; direction = Direc-
tion.INCOMING would indicate an end node. The default value is Direction.OUTGO
ING if you don’t specify a direction, but here you’ve been explicit. 

Naming relationship types 
Note that relationship types need unique names. If, for example, you have a relation
ship called CONTAINS between an application and a module, you can’t have another 
relationship called CONTAINS between a server farm and a server. 

At C you have another relationship, this time between applications and teams. But 
notice that the definition here looks slightly different than the definition in B. For 
one thing, you’re using the Spring Data Neo4j @RelatedToVia annotation instead of 
@RelatedTo. For another, you haven’t defined a relationship type. What’s going on?

 In this case you’re dealing not with a simple relationship but with a relationship 
entity. A relationship entity is a relationship that exists as a first-class entity with an 
explicit class definition. In this case, what’s happening is that you’re relating the  
Application CI with a Team CI through a relationship entity called ApplicationTeam. 
The main use case for relationship entities is that you can attach properties to the rela
tionship. You’ll see in listing 11.7 that you can assign a team type to the relationship: a 
given app might have a development team, a test team, a release team, and an ops 
team. Another example might be a role property on the relationship between a team 
and a person.

 A second use case for relationship entities would be wanting to have a way to con
nect two entities without either one knowing about the other. For example, you might 
want to constrain individual apps to be deployable to specific server farms, but you 
might not want apps to know about server farms and vice versa. Relationship entities 
are useful here even if you don’t have any properties defined on the relationship. 

In fact, Neo4j refers to such edges as relationships, as opposed to saying that edges represent relationships. 8 
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 When dealing with relationship entities, you still need a type. You can specify that 
either in the @RelatedToVia annotation (using @RelatedToVia(type = "SOME_TYPE")) 
or in the relationship entity class itself. In the present case, we’ve opted to specify the 
type in the relationship entity class; see listing 11.7.

 At D you have the getter for modules. Spring Data Neo4j allows you to use either a 
Set or an Iterable, depending on whether you want the collection to be read/write 
or read-only. (Unfortunately, Lists are unsupported.) You use a Set here so you can 
add modules directly.

 For teams, you use the read-only Iterable instead E. You certainly could use a 
Set, but instead we opted to provide a convenient addTeam() method F to avoid forc
ing your API users to create ApplicationTeam instances themselves. The addTeam() 
method creates the ApplicationTeam instance and returns it in case the caller wants 
to do anything with it.

 The following CIs are more of the same, but with variants on how you establish 
relationships. 

BUILDING OUT THE OTHER CIS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS 

The next CI is a module. Modules provide a way to decompose an application into its 
package-producing parts. A given app might have, for instance, a web module (gener
ates WARs containing web app/service combo), a client module (client for the web 
service, packaged as a JAR), and a domain module (domain classes shared by the web 
and client modules, once again packaged as a JAR). Again, these are just examples. 
Here’s how your module looks. 

Listing 11.7 Module.java, representing a module of code 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.model; 

import javax.validation.constraints.NotNull; 
import javax.validation.constraints.Size; 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.Indexed; 

public class Module extends AbstractCI<Module> { 

Extends 
AbstractCI

B 
private String name;

 private String shortDescription;

 @Indexed private String groupId; 
@Indexed private String moduleId;

Index supports
C queries 

@NotNull
 @Size(max = 80)
 public String getName() { return name; }

 public void setName(String name) { this.name = name; }

 @Size(max = 200)
    public String getShortDescription() { return shortDescription; }


 public void setShortDescription(String shortDescription) {

 this.shortDescription = shortDescription;


 }
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 public String getGroupId() { return groupId; }


    public void setGroupId(String groupId) { this.groupId = groupId; }


 public String getModuleId() { return moduleId; }


    public void setModuleId(String moduleId) { this.moduleId = moduleId; }


 ... compareTo(), toString() ...


 public String getDisplayName() { return name; }
 
}
 

As with the application CI, you extend AbstractCI B from listing 11.2. You also anno
tate the groupId and moduleId fields with @Indexed C, which will allow you to per
form lookups against them later.

 Notice that even though there’s a relationship between applications and modules 
(you established it in your application CI), your module doesn’t know anything about 
applications. The reason is that you might want to allow CIs beyond applications to 
have modules: you might define, for example, a WebService CI that has modules. If 
you were to do that, you wouldn’t want the module to know directly about applica
tions and web services. Spring Data Neo4j allows you to establish a relationship from a 
single side.9

 The following listing shows the next CI: the package. A package is a JAR, a WAR, an 
EAR, and so forth, and it’s the result of building a module. As such, it references a 
module, but it has a specific version too. 

Listing 11.8 Package.java, representing a module package 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.model;
 

import javax.validation.constraints.NotNull;
 
import javax.validation.constraints.Size;
 
import org.neo4j.graphdb.Direction;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.Fetch;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.Indexed;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.RelatedTo;
 

public class Package extends AbstractCI<Package> {
 Eager-loadsB 
module@Fetch 


    @RelatedTo(type = "FROM_MODULE", direction = Direction.OUTGOING)

 private Module module;


 @Indexed private String version; 
 Indexes 
C version

@NotNull

 public Module getModule() { return module; }


 public void setModule(Module module) { this.module = module; }


 @NotNull

 @Size(min = 1, max = 80)

 public String getVersion() { return version; }
 

It’s not unlike other object persistence frameworks, such as Hibernate, in this respect. 9 
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    public void setVersion(String version) { this.version = version; }


 ... compareTo(), toString() ...


 public String getDisplayName() {

 return “Package”;


 }
 
}
 

The previous listing demonstrates the use of the @Fetch annotation B, which eagerly 
loads the field so annotated. In this case, it makes sense to do so, because there aren’t 
many (if any) contexts in which a module-free package would be useful. Once again, 
you use @Indexed C to make the field available as a key for performing lookups.

 Now that your apps have modules and packages, let’s switch gears and create a 
team CI that you can attach to your apps. The intent is to establish a many-many rela
tionship between applications and teams. The next listing is a basic team CI, having 
nothing more than a name (for example, Zkybase Development Team or Zkybase 
Operations Team). A real team CI would have team members, but we’re suppressing 
those here because you don’t need them for the current purpose. 

Listing 11.9 Team.java, with team members suppressed 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.model;
 

import javax.validation.constraints.Size;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.Indexed;
 

public class Team extends AbstractCI<Team> {


    @Indexed(indexType = IndexType.FULLTEXT, indexName="findByName")

 private String name;


 @Size(max = 80)

 public String getName() { return name; }


 public void setName(String name) { this.name = name; }


 // compareTo and equals 


public String getDisplayName() { return name; }
 
}
 

Even though you want applications and teams to be related, notice that neither the 
application CI nor the team CI knows anything about the other. The reason is that 
whenever you relate an app to a team, you want to attach a team type to qualify the 
relationship. For this, you’ll need a separate entity—a relationship entity—that allows 
you to represent not only the two related CIs, but also the type attribute. 

Listing 11.10 ApplicationTeam.java relationship entity 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.model.relationship;
 

import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Application;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Team;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.EndNode;
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import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.Fetch;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.GraphId;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.RelationshipEntity;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.StartNode;
 

@RelationshipEntity(type = "APPLICATION_TEAM") 
 Annotates as a 
public class ApplicationTeam { B relationship entity 

public enum TeamType { Team type 

DEVELOPMENT(), C enum
 
OPERATIONS();


 }


 private String name;


 private TeamType(String name) { this.name = name; }


 public String toString() { return name; }


Fetches 
start node

@GraphId private Long id; D 
@Fetch @StartNode private Application application; 

@Fetch @EndNode private Team team;


 private TeamType type;
 Fetches 
E end node 

public ApplicationTeam() { }


 public ApplicationTeam(

 Application application, Team team, TeamType type) {


 this.application = application;

 this.team = team;

 this.type = type;


 }


 public Application getApplication() { return application; }


 public void setApplication(Application application) {

 this.application = application;


 }


 public Team getTeam() { return team; }


 public void setTeam(Team team) { this.team = team; }


 public TeamType getType() { return type; }


 public void setType(TeamType type) { this.type = type; }


 ... equals(), hashCode(), toString() ...
 
}
 

This entity, unlike the previous ones, represents a relationship between CIs, so you use 
the @RelationshipEntity annotation to reflect that B. In this case you’re assuming 
that only two types of teams are available, so you create a typesafe enum for the team 
type C.

 Like all Neo4j relationships, this one is directed. It doesn’t matter which CI is the 
start node and which is the end node. Here, you choose Application to be the 
@StartNode D, and you eagerly fetch it. Similarly, Team is the @EndNode E, and you 
eagerly fetch that as well. 
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TIP The current example uses relationship entities to support attributes on 
the relationship. But relationship entities are useful in at least one other situ
ation: when you want to decouple the two node entities in question. Suppose, 
for example, that you want a many-many relationship between packages and 
server farms, where a package and a farm are related if the package is deployed 
to the farm. It may be that you don’t want packages to know about farms and 
vice versa. Here you could create a PackageFarm relationship entity to establish 
the relationship, even if PackageFarm doesn’t have any additional attribute. 

You’ve seen a variety of relationship scenarios with your small stable of CIs. Let’s create 
some DAOs for the CIs. 

CREATING DAOS FOR THE NEW CIS 

You’ll create DAOs for modules and packages, because you’ll need those later in the 
chapter. Your first DAO is the ModuleRepository. 

Listing 11.11 ModuleRepository.java 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.repository;
 

import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Module; Custom B 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.Query; finder 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.repository.GraphRepository; 

public interface ModuleRepository extends GraphRepository<Module> {


 @Query("start module=node:
 

➥  __types__('className=com.springinpractice.c11.model.Module') 

➥  where module.groupId={0} and module.moduleId={1} 

➥  return module")
    Module findByGroupIdAndModuleId(String groupId, String moduleId);
 
}
 

As with the ApplicationRepository, you have a custom finder B. This time you find 
a module based on two properties. 

The next listing shows the DAO for packages. 

Listing 11.12 PackageRepository.java 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.repository;
 

import java.util.List;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Module;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Package;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.Query;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.repository.GraphRepository;
 

public interface PackageRepository extends GraphRepository<Package> {


    @Query("start module=node({0}) match package-[:FROM_MODULE]->module 

return package")

 List<Package> findByModule(Module module); Finds 
packages 

B by module 
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    @Query("start module=node({0}) match package-[:FROM_MODULE]->module where 

package.version = {1} return package")


 Package findByModuleAndVersion(Module module, String version);
 
}
 

Finds package by 
module and version C 

As with the DAOs, you have two custom finders: one to find a list of packages for a given 
module B and one to find a specific package for a given module and version C.

 It’s time to create a service layer for your CIs. This will allow you to add transac
tions, and it will let you execute certain bits of business logic. As with your CIs, there 
are several service beans, so you’ll want to have useful abstractions in place. 

CREATE A SERVICE ABSTRACTION AND BASE SERVICE 

The following listing shows the interface for your CI service beans. 

Listing 11.13 CIService.java service interface 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.service; 

import java.util.List; 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.CI; 
import org.springframework.validation.Errors; 

public interface CIService<T extends CI<T>> {

 void create(T ci);

 void create(T ci, Errors errors); 
B Creates support 

validation 

List<T> findAll();

 T findOne(Long id);

 void update(T ci, Errors errors); 

void delete(T ci);

Updates support
C validation 

void delete(Long id); 
} 

Your CI service interface exposes various CRUD operations, although individual ser
vices can, of course, add more specific methods. The GraphRepository interface 
exposes a save() method to handle creates and updates, but here you distinguish 
the two because you can more conveniently target RESTful POSTs and PUTs that way. We 
also include versions of create() B and update() C to support validation, such as 
flagging duplicate CIs for creates or nonexistent CIs for updates. 

 You’ll want a base class for implementing CI service beans, and that’s what the next 
listing provides. 

Listing 11.14 AbstractCIService.java: base class for CI service beans 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.service.impl;
 

import java.util.Date;
 
import java.util.List;
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import javax.inject.Inject;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.exception.DuplicateCIException;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.exception.NoSuchCIException;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.CI;
 
import com.springinpractive.ch11.service.CIService;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.util.CollectionsUtil;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.repository.GraphRepository;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.support.Neo4jTemplate;
 
import org.springframework.transaction.annotation.Transactional;
 
import org.springframework.validation.Errors;
 EnablesB 

transaction@Transactional 

public abstract class AbstractCIService<T extends CI<T>>


 implements CIService<T> 
 Template for C 
subclasses@Inject protected Neo4jTemplate neo4jTemplate; 


protected abstract GraphRepository<T> getRepository();
 Subclasses 
D provide repo

public void create(T ci) { createAddDate(ci); }


 public void create(T ci, Errors errors) {

 if (!errors.hasErrors()) {


 try {

 createAddDate(ci);


 } catch (DuplicateCIException e) {

 errors.reject("error.duplicateCI");


 }

 }


 }


 private void createAddDate(T ci) {

 checkForDuplicate(ci);

 ci.setDateCreated(new Date());

 getRepository().save(ci);


 }
 Subclasses checkE 
for duplicatesprotected void checkForDuplicate(T ci) { } 


public List<T> findAll() {
 
return CollectionsUtil.asSortedList(getRepository().findAll());


 }


 public T findOne(Long id) {

 T ci = getRepository().findOne(id);

 if (ci == null) { throw new NoSuchCIException(); }

 return ci;


 }


 public void update(T ci) { updateAddDate(ci); }


 public void update(T ci, Errors errors) {

 if (errors == null || !errors.hasErrors()) {


 updateAddDate(ci);

 }


 }


 private void updateAddDate(T ci) {

 ci.setDateModified(new Date());

 getRepository().save(ci);
 

http:com.springinpractice.ch11.model.CI
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 }


 public void delete(T ci) { getRepository().delete(ci); }


 public void delete(Long id) { getRepository().delete(id); }
 
}
 

You annotate the base class with @Transactional B to ensure that you run your ser
vice methods in a transactional context. (Neo4j supports full ACID transactions.) 

At C you inject a Neo4jTemplate, which subclasses can use because it has protected 
visibility. This provides a programmatic interface for performing fine-grained persis
tence operations against the Neo4j database, which sometimes comes in handy.10

 Subclasses must expose their backing repository through the getRepository() 
abstract method D. This allows the AbstractCIService to implement general CRUD 
operations against the repository, as the listing shows.11

 Subclasses may optionally implement the checkForDuplicate() method E. The 
contract here is to throw a DuplicateCIException (see the code download) if the CI 
already exists in the database. The default implementation is a no-op.

 You can see the service interface and base class in action by implementing a pack
age service, which you’ll use in some of the following recipes. 

CREATING A PACKAGE SERVICE 

You implement a package service interface in the following listing. It’s little more than 
a wrapper interface around the package repository you created earlier. 

Listing 11.15 PackageService.java 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.service;
 

import java.util.List;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Module;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Package;
 

public interface PackageService extends CIService<Package> {


 List<Package> findByModule(Module module);


 Package findByModuleAndVersion(Module module, String version);
 
}
 

The implementation is more or less obvious. 

Listing 11.16 PackageServiceImpl.java service bean 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.service.impl;
 

import java.util.List;
 
import javax.inject.Inject;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.exception.DuplicateCIException;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Module;
 

10 The template has, for example, a fetch() method that helps when implementing programmatic eager 
loading. 

11 Due to type erasure, you can’t inject a GraphRepository<T>. 

http:shows.11
http:handy.10
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import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Package;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.repository.PackageRepository;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.service.PackageService;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.repository.GraphRepository;
 
import org.springframework.stereotype.Service;
 

@Service
 
public class PackageServiceImpl extends AbstractCIService<Package>


 implements PackageService {
 InjectsB 
PackageRepository @Inject private PackageRepository packageRepo; 


protected GraphRepository<Package> getRepository() {
 Expose to 
return packageRepo; C base class 

}

 protected void checkForDuplicate(Package pkg) { 
Package duplicate = packageRepo.findByModuleAndVersion(

 pkg.getModule(), pkg.getVersion());
 if (duplicate != null) { Dupe check D 

throw new DuplicateCIException(pkg);
 }

 }

 public List<Package> findByModule(Module module) {

 return packageRepo.findByModule(module);


 }


    public Package findByModuleAndVersion(Module module, String version) {

 return packageRepo.findByModuleAndVersion(module, version);


 }
 
}
 

At B you inject the PackageRepository. This gives the PackageService access to the 
custom finder methods you specified. You expose it as a GraphRepository<Package>C 
so the base class can make calls against it.

 You implement a custom duplicate-check method D, throwing an exception if a 
lookup by module and version yields an existing package.

 Zkybase has other service beans, but this should be enough to give you a sense for 
what they do and how to implement them. Don’t forget to add a <context:component
scan> to beans-service.xml to capture the new service bean. 

Discussion 

Recipe 11.2 continued our exploration of using Neo4j and Spring Data Neo4j to 
implement a CMDB domain model. In recipe 11.1 you created a basic CI and a corre
sponding repository. In the current recipe, you elaborated the model to include more 
CIs, relationships between them, more repositories, and transactional service beans. 
Although this treatment merely scratches the surface of what a fully fledged CMDB 
offers, it’s enough to equip you to build your own domain models and services.

 In the next recipe, you expose your package data through a RESTful web service. 
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11.3 Adding a RESTful web service 
PREREQUISITES 

Recipe 11.1 Creating a simple configuration item
 
Recipe 11.2 Creating related configuration items
 

KEY TECHNOLOGIES 

Spring Framework 3.1, Spring Web MVC, XML, JAXB 2, JSON, Jackson 

Background 

One of the major points of a CMDB is to enable the process, tools, and data integra
tion that support a mature operational capability. Web services are helpful for tying 
systems together. This recipe shows how you can expose configuration management 
data through a RESTful web service. 

Problem 

Expose configuration management data through a RESTful web service, supporting 
both XML and JSON. 

Solution 

In recipe 11.2 we showed how to create a simple package CI for your CMDB, with a focus 
on data modeling and persistence. What’s missing is a web service view. This is important 
because you want to make it possible to create automation around packages: 

■	 The continuous-integration build automation needs to be able to create pack
age records in the CMDB following successful builds. 

■	 The deployment automation needs to be able to see which packages are avail
able for deployment. 

You’ll create both XML and JSON representations for your packages because both for
mats are popular and because it’s easy to support them both. This will require a few steps. 
First, you need to annotate your package and module CIs with JAXB annotations. (Recall 
that packages reference modules, so you need to take care of the module mapping too.) 
Second, you want to create a package controller with appropriate endpoints. Finally, you 
need to update your Spring configuration to support your web service.

 You’ll begin by updating the package and module CIs. 

Don’t you need to include Jackson annotations for JSON mappings? 
Nope. Although it’s true that Jackson provides JSON-specific annotations for object/ 
JSON mapping, you can configure Jackson to understand JAXB annotations, and this 
allows you to avoid parallel sets of JAXB and Jackson annotations. XML and JSON are 
different, but they’re close enough that JAXB annotations are good enough for most 
of what people need to do. You’ll see the configuration later in the recipe.12 

12 See also Willie Wheeler, “Configuring Jackson to use JAXB2 annotations with Spring,” Dec. 6, 2011, http:// 
mng.bz/vW7T. 

http:// mng.bz/vW7T
http:// mng.bz/vW7T
http:recipe.12
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AUGMENTING THE PACKAGE AND MODULE CIS 

Among other things, you want a way to view individual packages and lists of packages 
as XML and as JSON. For the most part, this is a matter of adding JAXB annotations to 
the package and module CIs and letting some mapping frameworks (namely, JAXB 
and Jackson) do their thing. In the special case of mapping XML lists, JAXB needs a lit
tle help. First you’ll create a ListWrapper interface that you can use for this purpose. 

Listing 11.17 ListWrapper.java: supporting XML lists 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.model;
 

import java.util.List;
 

public interface ListWrapper<T extends CI<T>> {


 List<T> getList();


 void setList(List<T> list);
 
}
 

The idea is that if you want a root-level XML list, you have to create a wrapper object and 
map it. Unfortunately, with JAXB, unless you want every such list to have the same root 
element name (it would be something generic, like <list>), you have to create sepa
rate wrapper objects with separate root element names. The point of ListWrapper is to 
provide structure around these list wrapper objects.

 Let’s do one more bit of preparatory work. You have a bunch of CIs, and you want 
to support XML and JSON mappings for all of them. Therefore you need to update the 
AbstractCI accordingly. 

Listing 11.18 AbstractCI.java, updated to support XML and JSON mappings 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.model;
 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAccessType;
 
import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAccessorType;
 
import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAttribute;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.GraphId;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.NodeEntity;
 SuppressesB 

default@NodeEntity
 
mappings@XmlAccessorType(XmlAccessType.NONE) 


public abstract class AbstractCI<T extends CI<T>> implements CI<T> {

 @GraphId private Long id;


 @XmlAttribute 
 Maps ID as 
public Long getId() { return id; } C attribute 

public void setId(Long id) { this.id = id; }


 ... equals(), hashCode(), compareTo() ...
 
}
 

You add only a couple of things to the original class. You indicate that the mapper 
shouldn’t automatically map either fields or JavaBean properties B; you’ll specify all 
mappings explicitly. At C you use @XmlAttribute to map the id property to an XML 
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attribute, at least where XML is concerned. For JSON, there’s no element/attribute 
distinction, and both @XmlElement and @XmlAttribute carry a Java property to a 
JSON property.

 The next listing shows how you map the package CI, including how to use the 
AbstractCI base class and the ListWrapper to map package lists. For more informa
tion about the mapping annotations, please consult the JAXB 2 documentation. 

Listing 11.19 Updating Package.java to support XML and JSON mappings 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.model;
 

import java.util.List;
 
import javax.validation.constraints.NotNull;
 
import javax.validation.constraints.Size;
 
import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement;
 
import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlRootElement;
 
import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlType;
 
import org.neo4j.graphdb.Direction;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.Fetch;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.Indexed;
 
import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.RelatedTo;
 Marks as rootB 

element@XmlRootElement 

@XmlType(propOrder = { "module", "version" }) 


Specifiespublic class Package extends AbstractCI<Package> {

C property order 

@Fetch

    @RelatedTo(type = "FROM_MODULE", direction = Direction.OUTGOING)


 private Module module;


 @Indexed private String version;


 public Package() { }


 public Package(Module module, String version) {

 this.module = module;

 this.version = version;


 }


 @NotNull D Marks as XML 
element@XmlElement 


public Module getModule() { return module; }


 public void setModule(Module module) { this.module = module; }


 @NotNull

 @Size(min = 1, max = 80)

 @XmlElement

 public String getVersion() { return version; }


    public void setVersion(String version) { this.version = version; }


 ... compareTo(), toString() ...


 @XmlRootElement(name = "packages") 
 Marks as root 
public static class PackageListWrapper E element 

implements ListWrapper<Package> {

 private List<Package> list;
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 @XmlElement(name = "package")

 public List<Package> getList() { return list; }


        public void setList(List<Package> list) { this.list = list; }

 }
 

}
 

The updated package CI is mostly the same as before, except now it includes annota
tions and an inner class to support object/XML and object/JSON mapping.

 You use @XmlRootElement to mark this class as one that can be so mapped B. You 
also use @XmlType C to specify the order of the properties in the mapping output.

 At D you annotate the getModule() method with @XmlElement to indicate that 
you want to map this method to an element. As a last step, you create a root-level pack
age list E by implementing the ListWrapper interface.

 The next listing shows the same thing for the module CI, which we include for 
completeness. 

Listing 11.20 Updating Module.java to support XML and JSON mappings 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.model;
 

import java.util.List;
 
import javax.validation.constraints.NotNull;
 
import javax.validation.constraints.Size;
 
import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement;
 
import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlRootElement;
 
import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlType;
 

import org.springframework.data.neo4j.annotation.Indexed;
 

@XmlRootElement
 
@XmlType(propOrder = { "name", "shortDescription", "groupId", "moduleId" })
 
public class Module extends AbstractCI<Module> {


 private String name;

 private String shortDescription;


 @Indexed private String groupId;

 @Indexed private String moduleId;


 @NotNull

 @Size(max = 80)

 @XmlElement

 public String getName() { return name; }


 public void setName(String name) { this.name = name; }


 @Size(max = 200)

 @XmlElement


    public String getShortDescription() { return shortDescription; }


 public void setShortDescription(String shortDescription) {

 this.shortDescription = shortDescription;


 }


 @XmlElement

 public String getGroupId() { return groupId; }
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    public void setGroupId(String groupId) { this.groupId = groupId; }


 @XmlElement

 public String getModuleId() { return moduleId; }


    public void setModuleId(String moduleId) { this.moduleId = moduleId; }


 public String getDisplayName() { return name; }


 ... compareTo(), toString() ...


 @XmlRootElement(name = "modules")

    public static class ModuleListWrapper implements ListWrapper<Module> {


 private List<Module> list;


 @XmlElement(name = "module")

 public List<Module> getList() { return list; }


        public void setList(List<Module> list) { this.list = list; }

 }
 

}
 

Again, this is pretty much the same as what you saw with packages, so there’s no need 
to study the details. Let’s turn now to the task of creating web service endpoints for 
your packages. 

CREATING WEB SERVICE ENDPOINTS 

You could create a variety of endpoints, but for now you’ll focus on the following read-
only endpoints: 

■ JSON list 
■ JSON details 
■ XML list 
■ XML details 

(In recipe 11.4 we’ll look at an endpoint that creates a CI.) The following listing shows 
how to implement each of these endpoints using an abstract base controller class. 

Listing 11.21 Generic read-only endpoints in AbstractCrudController.java 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.web.controller; 

import java.util.List; 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.CI; 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.ListWrapper; 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.service.CIService; 
import org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.PathVariable; 
import org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.RequestMapping; 
import org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.RequestMethod; 
import org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.ResponseBody; 

... other imports ... 

public abstract class AbstractCrudController<T extends CI<T>>

Generic 
controller

B 
extends AbstractController {


 Class<T> ciClass; 
 C CI class field 
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 ... other fields ...


 public AbstractCrudController() { 
 D Sets CI class 
ParameterizedType paramType =


 (ParameterizedType) getClass().getGenericSuperclass();

 this.ciClass =


 (Class<T>) paramType.getActualTypeArguments()[0];

 }
 Service E 

accessorprotected abstract CIService<T> getService(); 


@RequestMapping( 
 JSON list 
value = "", F @RequestMapping 
method = RequestMethod.GET,

 params = "format=json")
 @ResponseBody JSON list 
public List<T> getListAsJson() { return getSortedList(); } G @ResponseBody 

@RequestMapping( 
 H XML list 
value = "",


 method = RequestMethod.GET,

 params = "format=xml")


 @ResponseBody

 public ListWrapper<T> getListAsXml() throws Exception {


 String wrapperClassName = ciClass.getName() + "$"

 + ciClass.getSimpleName() + "ListWrapper";


 Class<ListWrapper<T>> wrapperClass =

 (Class<ListWrapper<T>>) Class.forName(wrapperClassName);


 ListWrapper<T> wrapper = wrapperClass.newInstance();

 wrapper.setList(getSortedList());

 return wrapper;


 }


    private List<T> getSortedList() { return getService().findAll(); }


 @RequestMapping( 
 I JSON details 
value = "/{id}",


 method = RequestMethod.GET,

 params = "format=json",

 produces = "application/json")


 public T getDetailsAsJson(@PathVariable Long id) {

 return getDetails(id);


 }


 @RequestMapping( 
 J XML details 
value = "/{id}",


 method = RequestMethod.GET,

 params = "format=xml",

 produces = "application/xml")


 @ResponseBody

 public T getDetailsAsXml(@PathVariable Long id) {


 return getDetails(id);

 }


    private T getDetails(Long id) { return getService().findOne(id); }


 ... other methods ...
 
}
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Again, note that the controller in the listing is an abstract base-controller class. Each 
controller instance provides CRUD operations for a given type of CI B. Here we’re 
focusing on the web service operations; we’ve suppressed the others. The code for 
those is available in the code download.

 One of the things complicating the base controller is the fact that you’re trying to 
handle operations in a general fashion. By putting the complexity in the base class, 
you help keep subclasses simple.

 To that end, you want to autodiscover the CI class based on the type argument in 
the subclass, because this turns out to be useful. (You’ll see an example shortly.) At C 
you have a ciClass field, and the constructor uses reflection to set it at D. A subclass 
extending AbstractCrudController<Package>, say, would have the Package class 
object as its ciClass.

 Another thing you need to be able to do is inject the right CI-specific service into 
your controller. You’d want to inject a PackageService into your PackageController, 
for instance. You handle this by leaving the injections up to the subclasses13 and 
accessing the service through an abstract method E. This allows you to implement 
generic operations against the service in the AbstractCrudController while giving 
subclasses access to type-specific methods.

 With that setup done, you can get to the real meat. You handle requests to list all CIs 
of the relevant type as JSON F. You assume that the subclass will provide a base path 
through a class-level @RequestMapping, so the method-level value is the empty string 
(meaning you won’t append anything to the class-level path). But you need a way to route 
JSON requests to the getListAsJson() handler method. It would be nice if you could 
map paths like /applications.json, /packages.json, and so forth here, but there’s 
currently no generic way to do that.14 But you can do something that’s almost as good, 
which is map paths like /applications?format=json and /packages?format=json, so 
that’s what you do with params = "format=json".

 Notice also the  produces = "application/json" definition. This is new with 
Spring 3.1. It does a couple of things. It filters out requests whose Accept header is 
incompatible with the specified media type (here, application/json). Second, it 
ensures that the generated output has the correct media type. In this case, it turns 
out that the method works without the produces definition, but there’s no harm in 
being paranoid.15

 The @ResponseBody annotation G tells Spring to take the handler method’s 
return value and directly map it to the response output, without involving either mod
els or views. Normally, you put your objects on the model and return a logical view 

13 You can’t inject CIService<T> in the base controller due to type erasure. 
14	 Read Willie Wheeler, “Add extension element to Spring Web MVC @RequestMapping annotation,” 

Feb. 22, 2012, https://jira.springsource.org/browse/SPR-9153 for an explanation and desired enhance
ment. Looks like Spring 3.2 will address the issue. 

15	 Spring gets the mapping right because the MappingJacksonHttpMessageConverter happens to be the 
first match for the CI list, so the output is JSON. But that’s a happy accident. We suggest being explicit about 
the expected output. 

https://jira.springsource.org/browse/SPR-9153
http:paranoid.15
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name. None of that here. We’ll discuss the mapping when we look at configuration, 
because mapping is determined by that configuration.16

 The XML list H is similar to the JSON list, but this time you have to deal with the 
XML list wrapper issue we mentioned. Here the CI class comes to the rescue. You use 
it—along with a little reflection-based magic—to create an appropriately wrapped list 
that will yield the root element name you want. Once again, paranoia drives you 
toward an explicit produces definition, and you use @ResponseBody to effect a direct 
mapping of your list wrapper to XML.

 With I and J you have JSON and XML details views, respectively. In the case of 
the JSON details view, here you need the produces definition to avoid having the XML 
converter preempt the JSON converter. (Spring won’t use the XML converter when 
produces = "application/json").17

 Now let’s build one of the CRUD controllers, PackageCrudController. CRUD con
trollers for other CIs follow the same general pattern, but you care about packages in 
particular because you need the PackageCrudController for recipe 11.4. 

Listing 11.22 PackageCrudController.java: extending base CRUD controller 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.web.controller.pkg;
 

import javax.inject.Inject;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Package;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.service.CIService;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.service.PackageService;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.web.controller.AbstractCrudController;
 
import org.springframework.beans.factory.annotation.Value;
 
import org.springframework.stereotype.Controller;
 
import org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.RequestMapping;
 

@Controller
 
@RequestMapping("/packages") 
 B Maps package requests C Extends the 

abstract CRUD 
controller

public class PackageCrudController

 extends AbstractCrudController<Package> { 


@Inject private PackageService packageService;
 D Injects package service 

    public CIService<Package> getService() { return packageService; } 

}
 

Exposes package service E 
Because you did most of the hard work in the AbstractCrudController, there’s little to 
do here. You annotate the controller with @Controller and a class-level @RequestMap
ping B. You also extend the base controller, passing in the Package type argument C. 
At D you inject your PackageService so the controller can use it in a typesafe way 

16	 See also Willie Wheeler, “Supporting XML and JSON web service endpoints in Spring 3.1 using @Response-
Body,” Feb. 22, 2012, http://mng.bz/Qte0. 

17	 As noted earlier, the produces element appeared in Spring 3.1. If you’re using an earlier version of Spring, 
then produces isn’t available. An alternative is to have the JSON details method call the Jackson 
ObjectMapper directly, writing its output to the response stream. That way you don’t have to depend on 
Spring applying the correct HTTP message converter. 

http://mng.bz/Qte0
http:produces="application/json").17
http:configuration.16
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(although here you don’t have any custom creators or queries), and at E you expose 
the PackageService through getService() so the base controller can use it.

 The CRUD controllers for other CIs are essentially the same, so we don’t have to 
review them all here. Instead, let’s see what the Spring configuration looks like. 

CONFIGURING SPRING 

The following listing shows how you configure your web application context for your 
nascent RESTful web service. 

Listing 11.23 beans-web.xml configuration for RESTful web service 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
 
<beans xmlns="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans"

 xmlns:context="http://www.springframework.org/schema/context"
 xmlns:mvc="http://www.springframework.org/schema/mvc"
 xmlns:p="http://www.springframework.org/schema/p"
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
 xmlns:oxm="http://www.springframework.org/schema/oxm"
 xmlns:util="http://www.springframework.org/schema/util" B Using 

Spring 3.1xsi:schemaLocation=" 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans


 http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans-3.1.xsd

 http://www.springframework.org/schema/context

 http://www.springframework.org/schema/context/
 

➥	  spring-context-3.1.xsd
 http://www.springframework.org/schema/mvc
 http://www.springframework.org/schema/mvc/spring-mvc-3.1.xsd
 http://www.springframework.org/schema/oxm
 http://www.springframework.org/schema/oxm/spring-oxm-3.1.xsd
 http://www.springframework.org/schema/util
 http://www.springframework.org/schema/util/spring-util-3.1.xsd">

 <mvc:default-servlet-handler />

C JAXB mapper 

<oxm:jaxb2-marshaller id="marshaller"> 
<oxm:class-to-be-bound name="com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Module" 

/> 
<oxm:class-to-be-bound name="com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Package" 

/>
 </oxm:jaxb2-marshaller> JAXB supportD 

for Jackson 
<bean id="jaxbAnnIntrospector" 


class="org.codehaus.jackson.xc.JaxbAnnotationIntrospector" />

 <bean id="jacksonObjectMapper" 
 Jackson 

class="org.codehaus.jackson.map.ObjectMapper"> E mapper 
<property name="serializationConfig.annotationIntrospector"

 ref="jaxbAnnIntrospector" />
 <property name="deserializationConfig.annotationIntrospector"

 ref="jaxbAnnIntrospector" /> Activates HTTP F</bean>
 message converters 
Allows G <mvc:annotation-driven conversion-service="conversionService">

overriding <mvc:message-converters> 

<bean class="org.springframework.http.converter.json. 


Custom-configured converter H 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/util/spring-util-3.1.xsd
http://www.springframework.org/schema/util
http://www.springframework.org/schema/oxm/spring-oxm-3.1.xsd
http://www.springframework.org/schema/oxm
http://www.springframework.org/schema/mvc/spring-mvc-3.1.xsd
http://www.springframework.org/schema/mvc
http://www.springframework.org/schema/context
http://www.springframework.org/schema/context
http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans-3.1.xsd
http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans
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➥  MappingJacksonHttpMessageConverter"
 p:objectMapper-ref="jacksonObjectMapper" />

 </mvc:message-converters>

Component-scans</mvc:annotation-driven>


controllers 
<context:component-scan


 base-package="com.springinpractice.ch11.web.controller" />


 ... converter/formatter stuff that we don't care about here ...


 ... view stuff that we don't care about here ...
 

</beans>
 

For this recipe, you configure the app for Spring 3.1 B because you’re using some 
features that appeared in Spring 3.1. The web service needs a couple of mappers: an 
object/XML mapper and an object/JSON mapper. Ultimately you use the mappers to 
convert your CIs into JSON and XML. You define the object/XML mapper at C. You’re 
using the oxm namespace to define a JAXB2 marshaller, which happens to be an 
unmarshaller too. (That is, it’s a full object/XML mapper.) You enumerate the CIs that 
you want to map using <oxm:class-to-be-bound>.18

 You also need an object/JSON mapper, but as we noted earlier, you need it to 
understand JAXB annotations. That’s not a problem if you use the Jackson mapper. 
First you create a JaxbAnnotationIntrospector D, and then you feed it to your Jack
son mapper E on both the serializing side and the deserializing side. 

TIP Notice the use of compound property names where you inject the intro
spector into the mapper. It’s not a common technique, but Spring supports 
it, and in certain situations it’s helpful. The current one is a case in point. 
Creating new SerializationConfig and DeserializationConfig objects is 
nontrivial, and we’d much rather inject the introspector into the existing 
SerializationConfig and DeserializationConfig objects. With compound 
property names, you can do that. 

To activate your mappers, you need to define what are known as HTTP message converters. 
Each such converter has a mapper that it uses for mapping objects to some format or 
other. Spring applies HTTP message converters to methods annotated with @Response-
Body (and to method parameters annotated with @RequestBody, as you’ll see in the 
next recipe). 

 You can define these implicitly using the <mvc:annotation-driven> annotation 
F, which places default HTTP message converters on the application context, among 
them one for XML and another for JSON. The problem with using the default JSON 
converter, though, is that it doesn’t know anything about the JAXB-enabled object 
mapper you just created. You use the <mvc:message-converters> tag G (new as of 

18	 Jarno Walgemoed wrote an outstanding extension to the standard JAXB2 marshaller, which is his 
ClasspathScanningJaxb2Marshaller. It scans a base package for classes annotated with 
@XmlRootElement so you don’t have to enumerate them explicitly. See Willie Wheeler, 
“ClasspathScanningJaxb2Marshaller,” Dec, 29, 2011, http://mng.bz/vfX2. 

http://mng.bz/vfX2
http:oxm:class-to-be-bound>.18
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Spring 3.1) to specify any HTTP message converters that you’d like to have override 
the default. In your case, you create a MappingJacksonHttpMessageConverter, inject
ing the JAXB-enabled object mapper H. 

Converters vs. HTTP message converters 
Eagle-eyed readers will notice that the <mvc:annotation-driven> definition makes 
reference to a conversion service, which deals with converters and formatters such 
as you saw in recipe 11.3. The converters associated with the conversion service are 
not the same thing as the HTTP message converters. Converters are general, per
forming arbitrary type conversions. HTTP message converters, on the other hand, 
convert HTTP requests to objects and objects to HTTP responses. (Formatters con
vert objects to and from strings.) 

Finally, you component-scan your controller I the same way you generally do.
 At this point you have a simple but functional web service that returns package list 

and details information, supporting both JSON and XML formats. 

Discussion 

Creating RESTful web services in Spring is similar to creating ordinary HTML-based ser
vices in the sense that you do it with controllers, @RequestMappings, and so on. There 
are differences: you can directly generate the HTTP response using @ResponseBody and 
HTTP message converters instead of doing it indirectly through views (although the lat
ter option is available too), and you need to handle object mapping, even if that’s a mat
ter of including <mvc:annotation-driven> and going with the defaults. But by and 
large, if you’re comfortable with Spring Web MVC for HTML pages, it shouldn’t be a 
stretch to wrap your head around RESTful web services with Spring.

 The current recipe intentionally started with the simplest web service endpoints. In 
the following recipe, you’ll elaborate your web service to support package creation, and 
you’ll build a Maven plug-in that uses a Spring REST client to invoke the new endpoint. 

11.4 Updating the CMDB after successful builds 
PREREQUISITES 

Recipe 11.1 Creating a simple configuration item
 
Recipe 11.2 Creating related configuration items
 
Recipe 11.3 Adding a RESTful web service
 

KEY TECHNOLOGIES 

Spring Framework 3.1, Maven 3, Spring RestTemplate 

Background 

In some organizations, when the test team wants a new build for testing, they have to 
coordinate with developers and, potentially, release engineers to get one. The tester 
asks for a build, the developer makes one available a few hours later, and the release 
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engineer pushes it into the test environment a couple of hours after that. By the time 
the build appears in test, several hours may have passed.

 A much better approach is for the tester to be able to deploy good builds on 
demand. Lean methodology calls this a pull system. Such systems eliminate needless 
delay by allowing workers to pull work instead of waiting for somebody else to push it.

 To implement a pull system for deployments, it’s useful to set up a CI server (such 
as Bamboo, Hudson, or Jenkins) that makes good builds available for deployment. One 
critical piece of this is to push good builds to a package repository (for example, Nexus, 
Artifactory, or even a simple fileshare) where the deployment process can find them.

 In CMDB-based systems, another important step is to create a record for the pack
age in the CMDB. This is useful if you want to join other data to the package. You 
might want, for instance, to associate development issues with the package, to track 
which packages are deployed to which servers in which environments, to schedule 
future automated deployments, and so forth.

 In this recipe, you’ll look at how to create a package record in the CMDB. 

Problem 

Following a successful CI server build, create a package record in the CMDB. 

Solution 

Assume here that the CI process involves running a Maven-based build. After Maven 
successfully compiles and tests the code, you want it to create a corresponding pack
age record in the CMDB if one doesn’t already exist. To do this, you’ll implement a 
custom Maven plug-in that makes a web service call to the CMDB. You need to do two 
things: create an endpoint on the CMDB and create the Maven plug-in. 

CREATING A “CREATE PACKAGE” ENDPOINT ON THE CMDB 

Your first task is to create an endpoint capable of receiving web service requests to 
create new packages. The following listing shows how to add this to your 
PackageCrudController. 

Listing 11.24 PackageCrudController.java with endpoint for creating packages 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.web.controller.pkg;
 

import javax.inject.Inject;
 
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.exception.DuplicateCIException;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Module;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Package;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.service.CIService;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.service.ModuleService;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.service.PackageService;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.web.controller.AbstractCrudController;
 
import org.springframework.beans.factory.annotation.Value;
 
import org.springframework.stereotype.Controller;
 
import org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.RequestBody;
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import org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.RequestMapping;
 
import org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.RequestMethod;
 

@Controller
 
@RequestMapping("/packages")
 
public class PackageCrudController


 extends AbstractCrudController<Package> {


 @Inject private ModuleService moduleService;

 @Inject private PackageService packageService;
 InjectsB 

base URL@Value("#{config['app.baseUrl']}") 

private String appBaseUrl;


    public CIService<Package> getService() { return packageService; }


 // consumes : Spring 3.1

 @RequestMapping(


 value = "",

 method = RequestMethod.POST, C Matches XML 

consumes = "application/xml") 
 payloads Payload in D 

requestpublic void postPackage(

body@RequestBody Package pkgData, HttpServletResponse res) {


 Module moduleData = pkgData.getModule();

 String groupId = moduleData.getGroupId();
 Finds module CI E 
String moduleId = moduleData.getModuleId();


 Module module =

 moduleService.findByGroupIdAndModuleId(groupId, moduleId); 


Sets 
header 

for REST 

G 

pkgData.setModule(module);
 try {

 packageService.createPackage(pkgData); 
res.setHeader("Location",

 appBaseUrl + "/packages/" + pkgData.getId());
 } catch (DuplicateCIException e) { 

F Creates 
package CI 

Ignores 
duplicates

H 
res.setStatus(HttpServletResponse.SC_OK);

 }
 } 

} 

At B you inject a base URL using @Value. You need the base URL to create a Location 
header in response to create requests.

 The consumes element C tells Spring that you want to match requests having the 
application/xml content type (Content-Type header). You pair this with the 
@RequestBody annotation D, which indicates that the request’s body will be XML that 
you can map to a Package instance.

 When creating the package, you need to associate the package with a module having 
an ID. You use the group ID and module ID to look up the fully hydrated module E, then 
replace the module data transfer object with the result.

 One issue you need to deal with is duplicate packages. You can either silently 
ignore attempts to create a duplicate package or throw an exception. Here we’ve cho
sen to ignore such attempts because the Maven plug-in won’t know whether the pack
age has been created. You try to create the package F, and if the attempt succeeds, 
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you set the HTTP Location header as per the HTTP spec G. Otherwise, you ignore 
the attempt, responding with the OK status H.

 That’s the web service piece. Next is a client that calls the Zkybase web service. 

Listing 11.25 ZkybaseClient.java: client for the Zkybase web service 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.client; 

import java.net.URI; 
import java.util.List; 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Package; 
import org.slf4j.Logger; 
import org.slf4j.LoggerFactory; 
import org.springframework.web.client.RestTemplate; 

public class ZkybaseClient {
 private static final Logger log =

 LoggerFactory.getLogger(ZkybaseClient.class);

 private RestTemplate template; 
B Calls RESTful 

web services 
private String skybaseUrl;

    public ZkybaseClient(RestTemplate template, String skybaseUrl) {

 this.template = template;

 if (!skybaseUrl.endsWith("/")) { skybaseUrl += "/"; }

 this.skybaseUrl = skybaseUrl;


 }


 public RestTemplate getRestTemplate() { return template; }


 public String getZkybaseUrl() { return skybaseUrl; }

Posts package C 

public void createPackage(Package pkg) {

        URI location = template.postForLocation(getPackagesUrl(), pkg); 


log.info("Created package: {}", location);

 }


 public List<Package> getPackages() {

 return template 
 Gets 

.getForObject( D package list 
getPackagesUrl() + "?format=xml",

 Package.PackageListWrapper.class)
 .getList();

 }

    private String getPackagesUrl() { return skybaseUrl + "packages"; }
 
}
 

The client is effectively a wrapper around Spring’s RestTemplate B, which applies the 
template pattern to the task of calling web services. Your client supports two operations. 
First, a createPackage() method issues an HTTP POST request against the template C 
and logs the resulting resource location. Second, a getPackages() method makes an 
HTTP GET request for the packages D. In a more robust implementation, you would 
include pagination (for example, get 30 packages at a time, and provide for navigation 
to get the previous and next 30), because the number of packages can grow large very 
quickly. But this implementation should make the basic approach clear. 
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 Having a client allows you to build the Maven plug-in that you want to build. That’s 
what you’ll do next. 

WRITING A MAVEN PLUG-IN THAT CALLS THE “CREATE PACKAGE” ENDPOINT 

The next listing is a Maven plug-in package goal that calls the web service endpoint 
you just created. You’ll configure it to record the existence of the new package in the 
CMDB as part of the Maven build lifecycle’s deploy phase. 

Listing 11.26 PackageMojo.java: Maven plug-in 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.maven;
 

import org.apache.maven.plugin.AbstractMojo;
 
import org.apache.maven.plugin.MojoExecutionException;
 
import org.apache.maven.plugin.MojoFailureException;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.client.ZkybaseClient;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Module;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Package;
 
import org.springframework.web.client.RestTemplate;
 

/**

 * @goal package

 */
 
public class PackageMojo extends AbstractMojo {


 /**

 * @parameter expression="${zkybaseUrl}"

 */


 private String zkybaseUrl;


 /**

 * @parameter expression="${package.module}"

 */


 private Module module;


 /**

 * @parameter expression="${package.version}"

 */


 private String version;


 public void execute()

 throws MojoExecutionException, MojoFailureException {


Creates 
client

ZkybaseClient client = B 
new ZkybaseClient(new RestTemplate(), zkybaseUrl);


 client.createPackage(new Package(module, version)); 

}
 Creates package C 

}
 

We won’t go into the details of writing Maven plug-ins here, because this isn’t a book 
on Maven, but do check the Maven reference if you’re interested in learning more. In 
the execute() method, you instantiate your client B and use it to create a new pack
age C against the web service.

 To configure the plug-in for use in your project (presumably a project that you run 
as part of a continuous-integration build), include the following in your project’s 
pom.xml file: 
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<plugin>

 <groupId>com.springinpractice.ch11</groupId>

 <artifactId>zkybase-maven-plugin</artifactId>

 <version>${zkybase.version}</version>

 <configuration>


 <zkybaseUrl>${skybase.url}</zkybaseUrl>

 <module>


 <groupId>${project.groupId}</groupId>

 <moduleId>${project.artifactId}</moduleId>


 </module>

 <version>${project.version}</version>


 </configuration>

 <executions>


 <execution>

 <phase>deploy</phase>

 <goals>


 <goal>package</goal>

 </goals>


 </execution>

 </executions>
 

</plugin>
 

You’ll of course need to provide appropriate values for ${zkybase.version} and 
${zkybase.url}. This causes Maven to run the plug-in during the deploy phase of 
the Maven build lifecycle. 

Discussion 

From a tools perspective, this recipe showed how to build a Maven plug-in that calls 
the Zkybase web service and creates a package. The larger process significance, 
though, is that you now have a way to make package information available to inter
ested processes. Obvious examples are testing, deployment, and release management. 
Although Maven can deploy packages to artifact repositories such as Nexus or Artifac
tory, it’s useful to be able to deploy to a CMDB so you can more readily associate pack
ages with application modules, deployment definitions, server farms, and so on.

 In the remaining recipes, you’ll follow the social trend in application development 
and integrate the Zkybase CMDB with GitHub, a social software development web site. 

11.5 Sourcing public GitHub data 
PREREQUISITES 

None 

KEY TECHNOLOGIES 

Spring Framework 3.1, GitHub API, Spring REST support, Spring Social, Spring Social 
GitHub 

Background 

When designing a CMDB, it’s not necessary that all the data be in a single physical data 
store. In fact, in larger organizations, it makes a lot of sense to assume that the data 
won’t be in a single store. In a federated design, data lives in multiple stores, and you 
bring it together in a unified UI. 
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 This recipe considers GitHub integration.19 This is useful in cases where you have 
applications whose source code repos live at GitHub. You can present repo data (such 
as the GitHub URLs, commits, repo collaborator, repo watchers, and so on), user data 
(such as followers or whom a user is following), and more, alongside other app-related 
data, such as build, deployment, and operational data. It’s even possible (although we 
won’t pursue this here) to create automation on the basis of this data, such as automa
tion that provisions a continuous-integration server based in part on GitHub data. 

Problem 

Expose GitHub repository information through the CMDB user interface. 

Solution 

To be concrete, we’ll show how to display a repository’s watchers in your CMDB inter
face. We’ll focus on the data-integration piece; the code for the UI isn’t anything spe
cial. Figure 11.4 shows what it will look like when you’re done.

 Getting the watcher data from GitHub requires a web service call to the GitHub 
API (http://developer.github.com/v3/). It’s a REST-based API that uses JSON for data 
transfer.

 You’ll use Spring Social to make the call to GitHub. Spring Social provides a pro
grammatic, Java-based interface for making calls against social websites like Facebook, 
Twitter, LinkedIn, and GitHub. SpringSource and other providers create bindings for 
individual social sites, which makes it easy for Spring-based applications to interact 
with the site in question. See www.springsource.org/spring-social for more informa
tion about Spring Social. 

Figure 11.4 Displaying GitHub repo watchers from your UI 

19 It will help if you are familiar with Git and GitHub, although that may not be strictly required. GitHub is a 
socially oriented Git hosting website at https://github.com. 

http://developer.github.com/v3/
https://github.com
www.springsource.org/spring-social
http:integration.19
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At the time of this writing, the Spring Social GitHub20 binding is in its infancy and 
hasn’t yet had a 1.0 release. We’re going to use it here anyway to show how Spring 
Social works. (The more mature Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter bindings work in 
the same fashion.) We’ll also look at the actual framework implementation, based on 
Spring’s RestTemplate, just in case you decide you want to do the integration but 
you’re not comfortable building your app on top of an unreleased piece of software. 
You’ll see that it’s easy to use the RestTemplate to accomplish your goals.

 First you need to set up Maven. 

SETTING UP MAVEN 

By the time you read this, the situation may have changed, but at the moment Spring 
Social GitHub has only snapshots. To pull Spring snapshots, you need to add the 
Spring Maven Snapshot Repository to your POM: 

<repository>

 <id>spring-snapshot</id>

 <name>Spring Maven Snapshot Repository</name>

 <url>http://maven.springframework.org/snapshot</url>
 

</repository>
 

With that repository defined, you can now declare your Spring Social and Spring 
Social GitHub dependencies: 

<dependency>

 <groupId>org.springframework.social</groupId>

 <artifactId>spring-social-core</artifactId>

 <version>1.0.1.RELEASE</version>
 

</dependency>
 
<dependency>


 <groupId>org.springframework.social</groupId>

 <artifactId>spring-social-github</artifactId>

 <version>1.0.0.BUILD-SNAPSHOT</version>
 

</dependency>
 

The Spring Social GitHub dependency allows you to use the GitHub client. Let’s build 
a controller that does just this. 

CALLING SPRING SOCIAL GITHUB FROM A CONTROLLER 

The following listing presents a controller that loads an app from the app repository, 
then uses the associated GitHub username and repo name to load the repo watchers 
from GitHub itself. 

Listing 11.27 ApplicationScmController.java 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.web.controller.application;
 

import java.util.List;
 
import javax.inject.Inject;
 

20 The source repo is at https://github.com/SpringSource/spring-social-github. Willie contributed the watcher 
code under discussion to Spring Social GitHub. 

https://github.com/SpringSource/spring-social-github
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import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Application; 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.repository.ApplicationRepository; 
import org.springframework.social.github.api.GitHub; 
import org.springframework.social.github.api.GitHubUser; 
import org.springframework.stereotype.Controller; 
import org.springframework.ui.Model; 
import org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.PathVariable; 
import org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.RequestMapping; 
import org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.RequestMethod; 

@Controller 
@RequestMapping("/applications") 
public class ApplicationScmController {

 @Inject private ApplicationRepository applicationRepository;
B Injects 

app repo 
@Inject private GitHub gitHub; 

C Injects GitHub client 
@RequestMapping(


 value = "/{id}/scm/watchers", method = RequestMethod.GET)

 public String getWatchers(@PathVariable Long id, Model model) {


 Application app = applicationRepository.findOne(id);
 Gets 
String user = getScm().getUser(); D app 
String repo = getScm().getRepo();

 List<GitHubUser> watchers =
 gitHub.repoOperations().getWatchers(user, repo); Gets 

model.addAttribute(app); E watchers 
model.addAttribute(watchers);

 return "applicationScmWatchers";
 } 

} 

You start with a couple of injections: the application repository B from the previous 
recipe and the GitHub client C from Spring Social GitHub. At D you get the app 
from the repository, including the GitHub user and repo as we noted. Finally, you use 
the GitHub client to grab the watchers E.

 Notice that the GitHub interface has a repoOperations() method. It also has user-
Operations(), gistOperations(), and so forth. (See the GitHub API for more 
details.) The idea is to divide the client operations into groups so as to avoid having a 
monster GitHub interface.

 You’ll need a GitHub implementation. 

CONFIGURING THE APP 

This part is easy. All you need is the following: 

<bean class="org.springframework.social.github.api.impl.
 

➥  GitHubTemplate" /> 

In Spring Social, the general pattern is to have interface names like Facebook, LinkedIn, 
Twitter, and GitHub, and to have implementation classes named FacebookTemplate, 
LinkedInTemplate, TwitterTemplate, and GitHubTemplate.

 We noted that at the time of this writing, Spring Social GitHub hasn’t yet been 
released. If you prefer not to use unreleased software, you can of course still call the 
GitHub API, but you’ll need to use Spring’s RestTemplate, as you’ll see next. 
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GETTING GITHUB DATA USING SPRING’S RESTTEMPLATE 

The Spring Social GitHub implementation, like most other Spring Social implementa
tions, uses Spring’s RestTemplate as a client for making RESTful web service calls. 
Here’s the relevant code from Spring Social GitHub, edited to highlight the use of the 
RestTemplate. 

Listing 11.28 RepoTemplate.java 

package org.springframework.social.github.api.impl; 

import static java.util.Arrays.asList; 

import java.util.List; 
import org.springframework.social.github.api.GitHubRepo; 
import org.springframework.social.github.api.GitHubUser; 
import org.springframework.social.github.api.RepoOperations; 
import org.springframework.web.client.RestTemplate; 

public class RepoTemplate implements RepoOperations {
 private final RestTemplate restTemplate; 

RestTemplate 
REST client

B 

... constructor (accepts RestTemplate) ...

 public List<GitHubUser> getWatchers(String user, String repo) {

 GitHubUser[] watchers = restTemplate.getForObject( 

"https://api.github.com/repos/{user}/{repo}/watchers"),
 GitHubUser[].class,
 user, Calls GitHub API C 
repo);

 return asList(watchers);

 }


 ... other repo operations ...
 
}
 

The listing shows how to call the GitHub API using a RestTemplate B. As with other 
templates in the Spring Framework, it takes care of the boilerplate (for example, 
establishing and terminating the connection, performing the object mapping, and so 
on) so developers can focus on what’s interesting.

 Here, all you want to do is get the watchers for a given repository, which is speci
fied by a username and a repo name. You call getForObject() C, which performs an 
HTTP GET against the provided URI  (RestTemplate substitutes the actual username 
and repo name for the tokens) and returns an object of the specified type, which here 
is a GitHubUser[]. You convert the array to a List before returning it.

 There are lots of other RestTemplate methods; see the Spring Javadoc for details. 

Discussion 

This recipe introduced the GitHub API as well as two different ways to call it: via 
Spring Social GitHub and using the Spring RestTemplate directly. We showed the lat
ter approach because the Spring Social GitHub binding is currently (early 2012) in its 
infancy. Check on it from time to time, because it may have matured by the time you 
read this. 

https://api.github.com/repos/{user}/{repo}/watchers
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 You used the GitHubTemplate to invoke public endpoints on the GitHub API. This 
is fine if all you need to do is call public endpoints. But if you want to use private end
points, you need to introduce authorization. That’s what recipe 11.6 shows how to do.

 Keep in mind that even though Spring Social GitHub is in an early stage, other 
bindings under the Spring Social umbrella have production-ready releases. These 
include Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter. Craig Walls, the author of Spring in Action 
(Manning, 2011), is the Spring Social project lead. 

11.6 Sourcing private GitHub data 
PREREQUISITES 

Recipe 11.5 Sourcing public GitHub data 

KEY TECHNOLOGIES 

Spring Framework 3.1, GitHub API, Spring REST support, Spring Social, Spring Social 
GitHub, Spring Security, OAuth 2, Spring JDBC 

Background 

In recipe 11.5, you learned how to call public endpoints on the GitHub API. But some
times you want access to private endpoints. This might include sensitive read end
points or perhaps endpoints that modify data. To accomplish this, you need to add 
authorization to the mix. 

Problem 

Allow individual end users to authorize Zkybase to perform sensitive GitHub opera
tions on their behalf. 

Solution 

GitHub has a concept of service hooks, which are integration points between GitHub 
and other applications. You might create a hook, for instance, that posts a message to 
Twitter every time somebody commits code to a repository.

 In this recipe we’ll show how Zkybase retrieves hooks from a GitHub repository. 
Hooks are private information, so authorization is part of the story. We use OAuth 2 to 
support the need here. In the following subsection we’ll take a high-level look at 
OAuth 2, and then we’ll dive right into the code. 

CONNECTING TO GITHUB VIA OAUTH 2 

When we say we want to “connect to GitHub,” what we mean is that we want any given 
user to be able to authorize Zkybase to perform potentially sensitive operations 
against the GitHub API on behalf of that user. In the case at hand, you want Zkybase to 
be able to read a GitHub repo’s service hooks, which aren’t normally public. That way 
you can display the hooks in the Zkybase UI, and maybe even use them for other pur
poses, such as provisioning continuous-integration servers with the hooks established. 
But there are other sensitive operations as well, such as editing repos, writing gists, 
and so on. 
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NOTE The authorization holds only for the user in question. Zkybase doesn’t 
have carte blanche to perform sensitive operations for arbitrary GitHub users. 
Also, the user can revoke the authorization at any time using the GitHub 
admin console. 

A bit of a protocol is involved in establishing the desired authorization. It’s sometimes 
known as the OAuth 2 dance. Figure 11.5 shows the overall process flow schematically.

 The first thing is that you’ll need to go to your GitHub account settings and regis
ter the Zkybase application. That allows Zkybase to get an access token as part of the 
OAuth process. This is a one-time action, but it’s required. 

 Now for the dance itself. It will help to consider the flow in terms of screenshots. 
Figure 11.6 shows what the account page looks like at the beginning of the process, 
before you’ve connected Zkybase to GitHub.

 After you click the Connect button, Spring Social redirects you to GitHub for 
authorization. If you aren’t already authenticated into GitHub, you’ll obviously need 
to log in first. But then you’ll get a GitHub screen that looks like figure 11.7.

 Here GitHub explains to the user exactly which capabilities it will grant to Zkybase, 
should the user allow the authorization. Assuming the user allows the authorization, 

Figure 11.5 OAuth 2 flow, with Zkybase as the consumer and GitHub as the service provider 
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Figure 11.6 The dance begins. 

GitHub creates a record of that 
authorization in its own database. 
As noted, the user can revoke this 
at any time. GitHub then 
redirects the user back to the Zky
base app, passing the authoriza
tion along.

 From here, Zkybase invokes 
GitHub again, exchanging the 
authorization for an access 
token. Conceptually, the token is 
the user’s connection, and it’s what 
allows Zkybase to make autho
rized calls against the GitHub 
API. Once Zkybase has the token, 
it stores it in its database. Among 
other things, this record associates the current Zkybase user with the access token that 
Zkybase uses to issue requests against the GitHub API. As long as the token remains valid 
(not revoked or expired), Zkybase can do what it needs to do for the user.

 The Zkybase user account page now has the GitHub information shown in figure 11.8.
 Zkybase can use the access token to perform sensitive GitHub API operations on 

behalf of a user, such as getting repository hooks. See figure 11.9. 

Figure 11.7 GitHub OAuth 2 authorization verification 

Figure 11.8 The Zky
base user account 
page after establishing 
the current user’s con
nection to GitHub 
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Figure 11.9 Zkybase displays the repository hooks it read from GitHub on behalf of the current Zkybase 
user. 

Now that you’ve seen how the flow works, you’re ready to look at some code. 

CREATING A DATABASE TABLE FOR USER CONNECTIONS 

As a preliminary, Zkybase needs a place to persist user connections once the user has 
established them. You use the default Spring Social DDL for this. The following listing 
shows the DDL for MySQL. 

Listing 11.29 Creating the userconnection table 

CREATE TABLE `userconnection` (

 `userId` varchar(255) NOT NULL,

 `providerId` varchar(255) NOT NULL,

 `providerUserId` varchar(255) NOT NULL DEFAULT '',

 `rank` int(11) NOT NULL,

 `displayName` varchar(255) DEFAULT NULL,

 `profileUrl` varchar(512) DEFAULT NULL,

 `imageUrl` varchar(512) DEFAULT NULL,

 `accessToken` varchar(255) NOT NULL,

 `secret` varchar(255) DEFAULT NULL,

 `refreshToken` varchar(255) DEFAULT NULL,

 `expireTime` bigint(20) DEFAULT NULL,

 PRIMARY KEY (`userId`,`providerId`,`providerUserId`),

 UNIQUE KEY `UserConnectionRank` (`userId`,`providerId`,`rank`)
 

) ENGINE=InnoDB;
 

This table is the backing store for your connection repository, which you’ll see pres
ently. First we’ll show how to use Spring Social GitHub to get the currently autho
rized user. After that, you’ll get a repository’s service hooks. Both operations require 
authorization. 

CREATING THE USER ACCOUNT SERVICE BEAN 

Recall that the user account page displays either a Connect or a Disconnect button, 
depending on whether the user has established the connection between Zkybase and 
GitHub. The first thing you need then is a way to tell whether the connection exists. 
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Listing 11.30 UserAccountServiceImpl.java 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.service.impl;
 

import javax.inject.Inject;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.UserAccount;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.repository.UserAccountRepository;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.service.UserAccountService;
 
import org.springframework.social.connect.Connection;
 
import org.springframework.social.connect.ConnectionRepository;
 
import org.springframework.social.github.api.GitHub;
 
import org.springframework.social.github.api.GitHubUserProfile;
 
import org.springframework.social.github.api.impl.GitHubTemplate;
 
import org.springframework.stereotype.Service; 

@Service 
public class UserAccountServiceImpl extends AbstractCIService

 imp

 @In

lements UserAccountService {

ject private ConnectionRepository connectionRepo; 

Stores user 
connections 

B 

public GitHubUserProfile getCurrentUserProfile() { Gets current 
if (gitHub().isAuthorized()) { user if 

return gitHub().userOperations().getUserProfile();
 } else {

 return null;

C authorized 

}
 }

 private GitHub gitHub() { 
Connection conn =

D Gets API 

connectionRepo.findPrimaryConnection(GitHub.class);

 return (conn != null ? conn.getApi() : new GitHubTemplate());


 }


 ... various other fields and methods ...
 
}
 

Your first authorized service call grabs the current user’s profile from GitHub. To do 
this, you need a connection repository B and an authorized API client, which you 
acquire from the connection D. With these, getting the profile is a simple method 
call C against the GitHub client.

 Let’s look at getting a repository’s service hooks. 

RETRIEVING REPOSITORY HOOKS 

The next listing shows how to get hooks from a repository. 

Listing 11.31 ApplicationServiceImpl.java 

package com.springinpractice.ch11.service.impl;
 

import java.util.List;
 
import javax.inject.Inject;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.model.Application;
 
import com.springinpractice.ch11.service.ApplicationService;
 
import org.springframework.social.connect.Connection;
 
import org.springframework.social.connect.ConnectionRepository;
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import org.springframework.social.github.api.GitHub;
 
import org.springframework.social.github.api.GitHubHook;
 
import org.springframework.social.github.api.impl.GitHubTemplate;
 
import org.springframework.stereotype.Service;
 

@Service
 
public class ApplicationServiceImpl extends AbstractCIService


 implements ApplicationService {


 @Inject private ConnectionRepository connectionRepo;


 public List findHooks(String user, String repo) {

 return gitHub().repoOperations().getHooks(user, repo);


 }


 private GitHub gitHub() {

 Connection conn =


 connectionRepo.findPrimaryConnection(GitHub.class);

 return (conn != null ? conn.getApi() : new GitHubTemplate());


 }


 ... various other fields and methods ...
 
}
 

As you can see, the process is essentially identical to that of getting the currently 
authenticated user.

 Spring Social includes some web components, including a connection-management 
controller and a simple JSP tag library, to make it easier to build UIs for social apps. In 
the next section you’ll see how this works. 

DISPLAYING THE USER ACCOUNT PAGE 

The following listing builds a user account details page. 

Listing 11.32 userAccountDetails.jsp, for account details 

<%@ taglib prefix="c" uri="http://java.sun.com/jsp/jstl/core" %>
 
<%@ taglib prefix="social"

    uri="http://www.springframework.org/spring-social/social/tags" %>
 

<c:url var="githubUrl" value="/connect/github" />
 ConnectController 
B endpoint... various account details ...
 

C When not connected … 
<social:notConnected provider="github">
    <p>Your Zkybase and GitHub accounts are not yet connected. Connect them

Specifies E for additional Zkybase features.</p> D … connect form
authorization <form method="post" action="${githubUrl}">


scope <input type="hidden" name="scope" value="user, repo, gist" />

 <input type="submit" value="Connect to GitHub" />


 </form>
 
</social:notConnected>
 WhenF 

connected … <social:connected provider="github"> 

<p>Your Zkybase and GitHub accounts are connected.</p>


 <p>Blog: <c:out value="${gitHubUserProfile.blog}" /></p> 

    <p>Location: <c:out value="${gitHubUserProfile.location}" /></p>
 

… display profile info G 
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H Disconnects form<form method="post" action="${githubUrl}">

 <input type="hidden" name="_method" value="delete" />
 <input type="submit" value="Disconnect from GitHub" />

 </form> Hidden field for 
</social:connected> HTTP DELETE I 
The Spring Social project provides a ConnectController that manages the flow of 
requests involved with the OAuth dance via a RESTful API. At B you have the URL for 
interacting with the GitHub API service (Spring Social calls it a provider), which you’ll 
use to connect to and disconnect from the service.

 In generating the UI for the user account page, the user is either connected to 
GitHub or not. You use the Spring Social <social:connected> and <social:notCon
nected> JSP tags to control what we show in each case.

 When the connection doesn’t exist C, you present a button that allows the user to 
establish the connection D. The controller expects an HTTP POST here, so you use a 
form. GitHub also expects you to request a certain scope for authorization. The 
GitHub OAuth API describes the scopes in detail; here you want the user to grant Zky
base to perform arbitrary operations on GitHub users, repos, and gists on that user’s 
behalf. You specify that scope to the ConnectController E, which in turn passes it 
along to GitHub.

 In the case where the connection exists F, you want to show data from the user pro
file such as the user’s blog URL G and geographic location. You also want to display a 
button that allows the user to disconnect from GitHub. The controller expects an HTTP 
DELETE, so you use a form H along with the hidden _method=delete parameter I that 
tells the service that this is an HTTP DELETE rather than an HTTP POST.

 There’s one more piece to the puzzle, and that’s the Spring configuration. 

CONFIGURING SPRING 

The last mile here is to make certain bits of the Spring Social infrastructure available 
to the application. You need a way for the app to acquire connections for any given 
user request, and this in turn involves having a connection repository (to store the 
user connections), as well as a way to establish new connections if they don’t exist in 
the repository. 

Listing 11.33 beans-social.xml: Spring Social configuration 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
 
<beans xmlns="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans" B Constructor 

xmlns:aop="http://www.springframework.org/schema/aop" injection 
namespacexmlns:c="http://www.springframework.org/schema/c"


 xmlns:context="http://www.springframework.org/schema/context"

 xmlns:jee="http://www.springframework.org/schema/jee"

 xmlns:p="http://www.springframework.org/schema/p"

 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

 xsi:schemaLocation="


 http://www.springframework.org/schema/aop

 http://www.springframework.org/schema/aop/spring-aop-3.1.xsd

 http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans
 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans
http://www.springframework.org/schema/aop/spring-aop-3.1.xsd
http://www.springframework.org/schema/aop
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 http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans-3.1.xsd

 http://www.springframework.org/schema/context

 http://www.springframework.org/schema/context/
 

➥	  spring-context-3.1.xsd
 http://www.springframework.org/schema/jee
 http://www.springframework.org/schema/jee/spring-jee-3.1.xsd">

 <context:property-placeholder

 location="classpath:/spring/environment.properties" /> JDBC data 

<context:annotation-config /> source 

<jee:jndi-lookup id="dataSource" jndi-name="jdbc/ZkybaseDS" />


 ... other config not directly relevant to social ...
 Finds connectionD 
factories<bean id="connectionFactoryLocator" 


class="org.springframework.social.connect.support.
 

➥  ConnectionFactoryRegistry">
 <property name="connectionFactories"> Connection factory E 

<list>

 <bean class="org.springframework.social.github.connect.
 

➥	  GitHubConnectionFactory" 
c:clientId="${gitHub.clientId}" Injects value 
c:clientSecret="${gitHub.clientSecret}" /> F into constructor 

</list>
 </property>

 </bean> User connectionG 
repo<bean id="usersConnectionRepository" 


class="org.springframework.social.connect.jdbc.
 
Injects reference➥  JdbcUsersConnectionRepository" H 
into constructor c:dataSource-ref="dataSource" 


c:connectionFactoryLocator-ref="connectionFactoryLocator"

 c:textEncryptor-ref="textEncryptor" />


 <bean id="connectionRepository" 
 Request-scoped, 

factory-bean="usersConnectionRepository" I user-specific
 
factory-method="createConnectionRepository" 

scope="request"


 c:userId="#{request.userPrincipal.name}"> 
 J SpEL injection 

<aop:scoped-proxy proxy-target-class="false" />

No-op </bean>	 1) 
encryptor 

<bean id="textEncryptor" 

class="org.springframework.security.crypto.encrypt.Encryptors"

 factory-method="noOpText" />
 

</beans>
 

There is a lot happening in this configuration. To begin, you declare the c namespace 
B, which is new with Spring 3.1. This namespace allows you to perform constructor 
injection in the same way the p namespace allows you to perform property injection. 
You’ll see some examples.

 At C you define a JDBC data source, which you’ll need for storing GitHub user 
connections. You have a connection factory registry D, and you register a lone 
GitHub connection factory E. If you needed connections for other Spring Social pro
viders, such as Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn, you’d register them here as well. 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/jee/spring-jee-3.1.xsd
http://www.springframework.org/schema/jee
http://www.springframework.org/schema/context
http://www.springframework.org/schema/context
http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans-3.1.xsd
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 Notice that you’re using the c namespace to perform constructor injection into 
the GitHubConnectionFactory F. The names you use must match the parameter 
name; in this case they’re clientId and clientSecret.

 At G is your user-connection repository. This grabs user-specific connections from 
the database, creating them if necessary. Again you’re using constructor injection, this 
time with a reference H.

 The connection repository I is a little different than the user-connection reposi
tory. Here it’s a request-scoped factory bean. The reason it’s request-scoped is that dif
ferent requests will have different Spring Security user principals, and you want to get 
the user connection for the user making the request. Once again you’re using con
structor injection at J, but this time the injection is into the createConnectionRe
pository() factory method. Note also that you can use the Spring Expression 
Language (SpEL) to perform the injection.

 You have a no-op text encryptor 1) to use for encrypting access tokens that Zky
base gets from GitHub. Spring Social applies this encryptor before storing the access 
tokens in the database. A no-op encryptor is fine for development but not for produc
tion. Recipe 11.7 shows how to handle the production scenario.

 Figure 11.10 shows a bean-dependency diagram for the configuration. Recapping, 
you have a request-scoped connection repository that grabs user-specific connections 
from a user-connection repository, which in turn has references to a connection fac
tory and a persistent connection store.

 You also need to add a Spring Social ConnectController to the beans-web.xml 
configuration file. This is what handles the OAuth 2 web flow: 

<bean class="org.springframework.social.connect.web.
 

➥  ConnectController" /> 

Figure 11.10 Spring Social GitHub bean dependency diagram 
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This reasonably modest configuration takes care of the OAuth 2 dance. Start the appli
cation, and try it. 

Discussion 

In this recipe and the previous one, we showed how to use Spring Social to make calls 
against GitHub’s public and private API. In the first case, all you need to do is make a 
GitHubTemplate available to the app, and you can use it without having to configure it. 
For making private API calls, the process is considerably more involved because it 
requires OAuth 2, but Spring Social does a nice job of making this as simple as possible.

 Spring Social GitHub is still a work in progress at the time of this writing (no 1.0 
release yet), and the number of apps that want to interact with GitHub is probably rel
atively small compared to those that want to talk with Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn. 
Fortunately, the Spring Social projects for those providers are much more mature. 
You can easily apply what you’ve learned about Spring Social GitHub to the other 
Spring Socials, because they all use the same general approach.

 The next recipe addresses a security issue with your work so far: you aren’t protect
ing the access tokens in the database. In production, you definitely want to encrypt 
them. 

11.7 Encrypting access tokens for production use 
PREREQUISITES 

Recipe 11.5 Sourcing public GitHub data
 
Recipe 11.6 Sourcing private GitHub data
 

KEY TECHNOLOGIES 

Spring Framework 3.1, Spring Security 

Background 

In recipe 11.6, you used a no-op text encryptor for GitHub access tokens. That’s fine 
for development, but it’s no good for production-deployment scenarios where you 
don’t want prying eyes to see user access tokens. An attacker with an access token can 
perform sensitive actions against the victim’s GitHub account. In this recipe, we look 
at repairing that situation. 

Problem 

Encrypt access tokens for production, but leave them unencrypted for development. 

Solution 

You’ll take advantage of the new profile feature in Spring 3.1. The idea behind this 
feature is to support different bean definitions depending on the environment. This 
goes beyond using different property values in different environments; here you want 
to use different beans depending on the environment.

 Recall from recipe 11.6 that you used a no-op text encryptor: 
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<bean id="textEncryptor"

 class="org.springframework.security.crypto.encrypt.Encryptors"

 factory-method="noOpText" />
 

Here you’ll continue using that for development, but you want to use the following 
for production instead: 

<bean id="textEncryptor"

 class="org.springframework.security.crypto.encrypt.Encryptors"

 factory-method="text"

 c:password="${security.encryptPassword}"

 c:salt="${security.encryptSalt}" />
 

The following listing has the new Spring Social configuration. 

Listing 11.34 Updated beans-social.xml with development and production profiles 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
 
<beans xmlns="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans"


 xmlns:aop="http://www.springframework.org/schema/aop"

 xmlns:c="http://www.springframework.org/schema/c"

 xmlns:p="http://www.springframework.org/schema/p"

 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

 xsi:schemaLocation="


 http://www.springframework.org/schema/aop

 http://www.springframework.org/schema/aop/spring-aop-3.1.xsd

 http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans

 http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans-3.1.xsd">


 <bean id="connectionFactoryLocator"

 class="org.springframework.social.connect.support.
 

➥	  ConnectionFactoryRegistry">
 <property name="connectionFactories">

 <list>

 <bean class="org.springframework.social.github.connect.
 

➥	  GitHubConnectionFactory"
 c:clientId="${gitHub.clientId}"
 c:clientSecret="${gitHub.clientSecret}" />

 </list>

 </property>


 </bean>


 <bean id="usersConnectionRepository"

 class="org.springframework.social.connect.jdbc.
 

➥	  JdbcUsersConnectionRepository"
 c:dataSource-ref="dataSource"
 c:connectionFactoryLocator-ref="connectionFactoryLocator"
 c:textEncryptor-ref="textEncryptor" />

 <bean id="connectionRepository"

 factory-bean="usersConnectionRepository"

 factory-method="createConnectionRepository" 

scope="request"


 c:userId="#{request.userPrincipal.name}">


 <aop:scoped-proxy proxy-target-class="false" />

 </bean>
 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans-3.1.xsd
http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans
http://www.springframework.org/schema/aop/spring-aop-3.1.xsd
http://www.springframework.org/schema/aop
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 <beans profile="dev"> 
 B Development profile 
<bean id="textEncryptor"


 class="org.springframework.security.crypto.encrypt.Encryptors"

 factory-method="noOpText" />


 </beans>


 <beans profile="prod"> 
 C Production profile 
<bean id="textEncryptor"


 class="org.springframework.security.crypto.encrypt.Encryptors"

 factory-method="text"

 c:password="${security.encryptPassword}"

 c:salt="${security.encryptSalt}" />


 </beans>
 
</beans>
 

In listing 11.33, the text encryptor was defined alongside the other beans. In listing 11.34 
that’s not true: it’s defined instead inside the development profile B, which you indicate 
using a nested <beans profile="dev"> element. You define the production encryptor 
in the production profile C. The values for security.encryptPassword and secu-
rity.encryptSalt come from your environment.properties file. Note that the text 
encryptor expects the salt to be a valid hex-encoded value (for example, CAFED00D3141— 
but choose your own for actual production use).

 You need a way to tell Spring which profile you want to use when you’re running 
the app. There are different ways to do this, but in this case you want to pass the pro
file in as a command-line argument when starting up the server because you obviously 
don’t want to bake it into the configuration. You can do that with a JVM system prop
erty as follows: 

mvn -Dspring.profiles.active=prod -e clean jetty:run
 

Other alternatives are system environment variables (generally useful because most 
systems target a specific profile), web.xml servlet context parameters (not as useful 
because you don’t want to hardcode the profile in the configuration), and JNDI 
entries. In each case the variable name remains spring.profiles.active. Note that 
you can specify multiple profiles with a comma-delimited list. 

Discussion 

This recipe showed how to secure access tokens by encrypting them. Doing so involves 
using different encryptor beans in the development and production profiles. There 
are other examples where this sort of thing happens. For instance, an app may use 
database-based authentication on the local machine but CAS-based authentication for 
dev, test, staging, and production.

 Note that in a great many cases, the only things that change from environment to 
environment are property values, such as passwords or web service URLs. In such 
cases, there’s no need to use profiles: just use different properties files for different 
environments. 
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11.8 Summary 
This chapter concludes one of our favorite topics: configuration management. In it 
you learned how to create a CMDB with CIs backed by Neo4j. You also saw how to cre
ate a web service for your CMDB, as well as how to integrate tools like Maven with your 
CMDB via the web service. Finally, you learned how to make outbound calls to social 
apps like GitHub. These integrations are key to establishing an effective configuration 
management infrastructure.

 The next chapter turns to the topic of content delivery in the form of an article-
delivery engine. In it, we continue our exploration of NoSQL data stores, this time 
involving the Java Content Repository (JCR) and MongoDB/Spring Data MongoDB. 
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